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"A parody or

2005

spoof that no reasonable person would read as a factual statement, or anything other than a joke albeit a
can not be actionable as a defamation."
Walko v. Kean College of New Jersey, 561 A. 2d 680 (N.J. Super. L. 1988)
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Wooster 's own
Hales

Stanton

has unveiled his own

Live Journal.
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Currently,
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Stan's mood is: emo.

n

Sheila Liming III
Investigative Reporter

'

PJ

Through his journal, Hales hopes to banjo, but that's not where it ends. I
keep students informed and in touch have feelings too!"
In Hales first post, dated March 8,
by allowing them access to his daily
activities, personal reflections, and 2005, which opens with an emoticon
describing his mood as "freaking out"
innermost thoughts.
"I thought it time the campus got to and lists Dashboard Confessional as
know the real Stan," Hales said, his current music selection, lie
'There's so much more to me beyond expressed his excitement about the
all this banjo and badminton tomfool- - new LiveJournal.
"Hey all, Prez Hales here. I'm real-tio- n
ery." Hales confessed some dissatisfac- with the way he sees his image ly stoked about this LiveJournal
on campus. He stated, "I ness. I mean, finally, a forum where I
mean, yeah, I may be the College's can unwind and share my thoughts
president, and I may play a mean with you, my friends of the College of

Wooster student body, for, much like
Sears, I also have a softer side. Now,
that just could be Dashboard speaking
those guys always help to mellow
me out a bit."
In his debut entry, Hales also listed
some of his plans for the remaining
weeks of the semester which included
setting aside daily time "just for Stan"
and his hopes to bring "a really sweet
band, like maybe Thursday or My
Chemical Romance" to campus for
Spring Fest.

...

.

In an effort to improve relations
between the Office of the President
and Wooster's student body, President
R. Stanton Hales has announced the
launch of his own LiveJournal.

busi-presen- ted

See "LiveJournal" page 2

Corner House drug ring exposed ResLifejob
now being
outsourced
to India

- - l
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Wooster administrator tells all
an exclusive interview.
Kurt Holmes: the true story.

in

See page 19.

Rev. Christopher Beck
Red Headed Menace

The Scots' extreme tricycling
team travels Sunday to Alaska
for the national World Cup tour-

nament . See page

6.

.

Recent DNA test proves the

At approximately

10:17:30 p.m. on

Thursday night, 36 undercover
Wooster Security' operatives, along
with several local Federal Bureau
agents, swarmed the College of
Wooster's infamous Corner House on
Thursday evening, as part of a drug
that included seizures
ring round-u- p
which
state officials say both

beheaded in freak
hackeysack accident. See
page 9.
Matt Foulds

"shocked" and "awed" them.
"The magnitude of this bust is ...
really cool," said agent Bubba Fish,
as he watched the house from behind
a bush.
After a tense stand-o- ff
that lasted
until the end of a Smash Brothers session, suspected drug lord Christopher
"Raptor" Laubenthal was arrested on
several charges of drug manufacturing, trafficking and possession, as well
as several counts of sales to minors
Obscure band nobody cares
and inducing "mass hilarity."
about performs Friday on the
Roughly 12.534 cubic parsecs of a
of drug called poppers, or alkly
type
Lowry Patio. Seepage 16.
nitrates, were found bottled in the
house, which Fish said has a street
value of $10 million .pesos.
Pandemonium erupted at the house
after Laubenthal was captured.
"Urn ... that's ... not mine," said
New Wednesday Night class
Thomas "Tommy Gun" Lincoln, dropping his violin case as Security chased
offered for the Fall 2005
him down.
semester at Diggers, a.k.a.
"I had no knowledge of what was
Decades. Diggers 101. See
it was all the Raptor,"
going on
page 6 for a fall course preview.
"I lands" Bowen as he
Jeff
screamed
was dragged off by the local Wooster
A dozen
angry eggs protest
Police force, who were also assisting in
outside of Lowry after
the raid. "I'm completely innocent, I
announcement of y
egg
swear. Hey, don't touch the hands,
station. See page 3..
these are worth more than your balls!"
Also arrested in the drug bust were
suspected members Colin "Frazee"
Farnzee, Jeremy "Big Red" Hohertz,
"josh" Nowack, Eric "Chick-Pant- s"
Josh
Z
News
Panzner and Andrew "Digby"
Y
Viewpoints
Whitnier.

mi
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After three years of continued
reports of suspicious drug sales cen-
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The potential logistical advantages
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uniformed officer escorts Laubenthal into a police vehicle (Photo by Jeremy HoHurtz.)

Skizzor Core
Sort of Important

baby is Waldman's. For more
details see page 4.
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tered around the Wayne County area,
agents.wcre "super excited" to finally
crack the case in rebruary.
"Well, we really didn't have a case
at all," admitted Cleveland's FBI
Director Charles Bonaparte. It wasn't
until reading an article in the Voice on
Feb. 4 that Bonaparte knew the
Wooster Security force had finally
unearthed hard evidence.
The article, entitled "The Ten Crack

Commandments," included Corner
House member John "The Gent"
Evans talking about the origins of an
underground group called "The
Gallows"

which

centering, "what

offered

allegedly

entertainment to large
groups of students on a

"chem-fre-

kly

basis.

The FBI revealed that the group
has been manufacturing their own
odorless laughing gas through a crack
in their basement and distributing it
throughout Ohio and the Midwest.
The drug was also used in milkshakes
the group sold for their
performances."
Bonaparte said the drug ring gave
themselves away because they were
getting too bold.
"I knew it was going on the
"'mind-expandi-

,

smoke-screen-

I

,"

.

Notice

Readers
All' articles
of the newspaper are fictional, with
the intent to be humorous.. The articles and the events described in them

contained in this issue

are not in any way meant to he mistaken for factual accounts. It is the
hope of the Voice staff that all our
readers enjoy this week's articles as
a way of celebrating April Fool's

T

ivniiions riocK to Lowry

imaginary deposit to pay for a good
imaginary lawyer to take them to
imaginary court and get some imagisaid
nary justice, imaginarily,"
Laubenthal in an exclusive, but short
phone interview from his jail cell. It is
unclear whether Laubenthal's
nary deposit will be in imaginary U.S.
dollars or imaginary Mexican pesos.
"The event in question is exactly
that," said Evans from an undisclosed
location? "We must ask ourselves,
allowing that the Snswcr to every
question is not already
bound up in the asking, not 'what was
the event?' but rather, witli a universal
self-address-

are related to the lessons learned from
the last housing director. According
to administrators involved in implementing the new system, it will be
easier to fire this director if need aris- -j
es. "We've seen that there can be a lot
of controversy when a member of the
administration is fired ... with this
system we will be able to let people go
without anyone really knowing it. So
what we essentially have is an
expendable scapegoat for hire," said
President R. Stanton Hales.
The students and administration
clearly are hoping to create a generally more efficient housing system.
"This new outsourced system will
provide sound decision making at a

SeV''Resiife" page 2

ng'

whole time," said Alison Stark, a
former Gallows attendee. "I felt it
was inappropriate. I mean, they
were
are my friends, but they
have to learn that they can't get
away with stuff like this."
"It's nice to know that my enemies
have charged me with imaginary
claims, claims that do not exist, so I
will respond with putting down an

Day.

their

added Stark.
Evans is still at large, along with a
couple of unidentified compadres,
Rodda, a foralthough Bryan
mer member of the program, was
taken in for questioning.
Needless to say, the Prevention
Awareness Program (PAP) and
Alcohol
Student'
Consumption
Committee (SAAC) will not have its
charter renewed next year.
Names have been changed to protect the innocent.
"B-Ro- d"

e"

bi-wee-

is an event?'"

"I saw through

Due to potential logistic and financial advantages, as well as a lack of
qualified applicants for the open
Director of Housing position, the
administration has decided to place
ILYC, an Indian based company, in
charge of the Residential Life and
Housing Department. "Our company
provides efficient technical consolation and textile production services"
said Andreaw Sangvhi, President of
ILYC. "We are more than willing and
able to run the Wooster housing

Virgin Mary sighting
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The Virgin Mary (Photo by Sweet Caroline.)
Liz Millarrrr
A "Journalist"
The Vatican recently investigated a
sighting of the Virgin Mary in the
College's own Wired Scot, making it
the second rumored holy sighting at
Wooster since the football team saw
the image St. Sebastian in the locker
roonl at the beginning of its winning
2004 season.
The image of the Virgin Mary,
which appears on the computer in
the Floating Pod of Four nearest the
North Side of campus (computer

21), has already relieved credit unofficially to several miracles, including
last Monday's episode of working

printers.

'

Cardinal" Francis of Wooster, Ohio,
speaking on behalf of the ailing His
Holiness Pope John Paul II and the
I loly See said, "We can neither confirm nor deny this occurrence, but it is
most curious. We will be sending a
investeam of Law and Order-trainimmediately."
scene
the
tigators to
Devout Catholics, from Wayne
County and across the world have
ed

See 'Virgin" page 2
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MELINDA "SILENT BUT DEADLY" JACOBS

Every organization on campus offended, period
CAMPUS

COW poverty fight'
ing turns dirty
In

J.Lawrence Hardton
Occasionally pesters Liz

It began at 7:30 p.m. in Gault
Recital Hall of Scheide Music Center
and was estimated to have ended

Following last Monday's Mediocre
Decisions Lecture, every chartered
organization on campus has issued a
statement denouncing the speaker
and his message, which .the College
Republicans called "too liberal," the
College Democrats called "too
Dennis Kucinich," and the Ultimate
Frisbee Team called "a big hater,
period."
The lecturer, J. Newton Spracher, is
assistant professor of Random
Knowledge Studies at the University
of Bierburg. His lecture was entitled
"Possums, Cacti, and Protein Powder:
Uncovering the Discursive Paradigm
of the Weltanschaung in Derrida's
Use of Sheep as Metaphor for
Masculinities."

about 2:45 a.m.
"In this talk, I hope to outline the
way in which metaphorical discourses
create the communicative space for
intervening in the appropriation of
privileged knowledges," Spracher
said. "As you can be sure, however, it
is a bit more complicated than that."
Every one of the College's chartered student groups has officially
condemned Spracher and his lecture.
"Once
the Mediocre
again,
Decisions Lecture has become a
forum for a purveyor of verbal terrorism who is far too liberal to represent the real American diversity of
viewpoints on this campus," said
President
Republicans
College
Harvey Veeblefester '05. "This is only
one of the many ways in which con

the

final
days
of the
Fovertyfighters.com
collegiate Click
Drive, members of Pueblo de
Esperanza traveled to the University
of St. Francis in Fort Wayne, Indiana
and allegedly forced students in several computer labs to click for the
College of Wooster.
Each of the 1,850 students at the
University of St. Francis, which
includes 200 graduate students, were
forcibly coerced into clicking not once,
but twice for Wooster, placing the
College in first place at the end of the
drive.

English majors take
rcu pens iv streets,
hallways of campus

Fin-de-Sie-

LiveJournal
continued from p.

1

It's not all fun and games in the life

of the Prez, though. Hales' more
recent entries have attempted to give
students a glimpse into the highly
demanding life of a college president.
The March 16 entry, in which his

e

mood was labeled as "annoyed," read:
"Had lunch today with important people The Wooster Inn, AGAIN. The
server forgot to put my Caesar dressing on the side . . , you know, sometimes I don't know why I get out of
bed in the morning."
Student reactions to Hales' new
public relations scheme have been, on
the whole, quite positive. Suzanne
McSmitherson, '08, reported that she
checks up on Hales' journal regularly
and has even posted replies on-- few
occasions.
"For instance," she says, "On March
22, he mentioned that he'd been thinking about starting up an emo band,
but that he didn't have any names
pinned down yet.' I tried to help him
out with a few suggestion's of good
emo names. He eventually went witli
Prez Hales and the Unknown
Cardigans, which I think is pretty
sweet." No plans have been made yet
to book this band for the upcoming
Spring Fest.
Getting personal can be risky business, though, and more than once

-

Last Democrat in

2020

Ohio to do

interview
The last registered Democrat in
crwnlc with t1pviinn innr.

Oliin will

nalist Barbara Walters in an exclusive
interview on 2020.
Sandra Bower, a steel worker from
Youngstown, Ohio refuses to leave the
decidedlv red state.
According to recent polls, it is
unclear whether Ohio Democrats have
migrated to bluer areas of the United
States, or whether they have given up
on politics completely and withdrew
from the political sphere.

NATION

Weapons of mass
destruction found in
Topeka, Kansas
Enough weapons of mass destruc
tion to destroy the world three or
more times were discovered in
Topeka, Kansas on Monday. The
weapons were spotted during the
city's annual "Tidy Up Topeka" environmental campaign earlier this week.
According to a statement from the
White House, the Bush administration
never clarified whether or not the
United States harbored weapons of
mass destruction
only that they
existed in Iraq.

.Why, only last week a Republican student was brutally beaten, and his
including a number who had no politbriefcase irreparably damaged, by a
group of peace activists wielding ical or ideological purpose, also decided for some reason to issue statements
Nalgene bottles. The incident wasn't
and why? condemning the Spracher speech.'
even reported in WHN
"That guy was just a big hater, periBecause the Satanic U.N. Freemasons
od," said Duke Discus '05, the captain
in control of the College have been
of the Ultimate Frisbee Team. "I
covering it up."
a big
mean, that's just all he was
No Satanic U.N. Freemasons were
hate.
hater. Hate, hate,
Expletive
available for comment.
'
deleted."
The College Democrats had their
When questioned, none of the,
own criticisms of Spracher. "How
spokespeople, nor anydie
organization's
have
to
innocent
manatees
mauy
one else who had attended the lecture,
before the College realizes the need to
was able to describe what exactly
regulate political speech on campus?"
Spracher had been talking about..
said College Democrats President
In a telephone interview, Spracher
Lana Lonner '05. "Mr. Spracher's dia-tribe was quite offensive to the entire " commented on his reception at the
College. "I guess I'm just an equal-wa- y
diverse student body. Plus, he's just
I
opportunity offender," he said.
too Dennis Kucinich. mean, how

pe

a

.

Hales has been warned by various
administrative members to keep college policy and confidential happenHis March 23
ings "on the down-low- ."
communicated
some regrets on
entry
this score. "Hey all. First, I have to say
that I'm sorry fo,r having to remove
the March 20th post. It appears that
SOME
CERTAIN DEAN-TYP- E
PEOPLE whose names won't be mentioned don't think I should be talking
about secret presidential stuff in my
LiveJournal. I mean, WTF? It's not
like I'm forcing people to read it. It's
I should be able to
MY journal
write about whatever I want in the
safety and privacy- - of the Internet."
Nevertheless, the entry containing the
offensive information was removed
and rumor has it now that President
Hales has, in fact, blocked those "certain dean-typeople" from his AIM
buddy list.
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes was
quoted in response to Hales' actions.
"He must have blocked me
either
that or he hasn't been on in, like, five
days, which just isn't like Stan."
Holmes also stated 'th'at'he vas only
trying to look out for the president
when he advised him W'reniove' the
March 20 ent'ry. Hales has since said
that he's "over it already," but visitors
to his LiveJournal page have noted
that it now features a scrolling marquee in the background which says:
"Kurt's a snitch."
Despite a few dramatic incidents,

.

I.S. Monday: Wooster girls

gone mild

fv

-

the papal quality of infallibility would
strengthen his case in his current child
molestation case.
Officials from the Catholic Church
are outraged by this decision, and
informed Jackson that despite his
qualifications, that one cannot "campaign" for the position.

the ugliest font in the
world and should never be used. Ever.
(Paid for by a concerned citizen).
Comic Sans is

Eprtng oreak ZC03. Travel with
ETS, America's 1 EtuoentTbur
", Operator lo Jamaica, Cancun.
Acacufco, Bahamas, and FtorWa.
Now hiring
reps.
Cal tor group accounts.
MormaltorVReservaaors
on-canp-

us

B-449or

1-60044-

--

www ststrave

ccn.

however, Hales' remains optimistic
with his LiveJournal and its ability to
reach out to the student community. "I
really think this a good thing, and it
will continue to be a way for students
to stay in touch with their president.
In addition, I welcome them to post
their concerns in my journal and Jet

makes Wired Scot work
1

occurred, according to Fernando
IV of Orville.
Last Tuesday Jesus Gonzalez
brought his 16 year-ol- d
daughter,
Lupe
(also of Orville)
to the scene, where the Virgin Mary
allegedly gave her the answers to the
Jesus-Gonzal-

ez

Jesus-Gonzal- ez

I

1

This I. S. itfor one senior
Score
Investiga-awesom-

I.S. is over."
e

Wooster student, in an act of civil
disobedience, chained himself to his
Independent Study carrel this week,
according to college officials.
Wellness Center nurses, after making sure he was not pregnant with an
actual child, have diagnosed him with
postpartum depression.
Matthew Tyler "35" Foulds '05,
allegedly finished his I.S. on Feb. 1,
which would have qualified him for the
button, but was unable to "let go"
until right before spring break,
according to close friends.
Foulds spoke with the Vice in a cell
phone interview from historic West
Virginia, where he has taken up residence with several Xeroxed copies of
his I S.
"I just didn't want to be first," lie
'
protested, adding, "It's not fair that
A

.

1

SAT that included a complete transcript of the Holy Mother's recommendations for the new writing portion of the college entrance exam.
The College Board could not be
reached for comment on the matter,
but the younger
said,
"I felt totally confident when I took
the test on Saturday. It was like
someone was watching over me the
entire time, and not just the kid sitting
next to me staring at my boobs."
Speaking on the matter of more
campus-oriente- d
miracles, George
Romano '06 said, "I mean, it isn't just
the printers here. The computers are
actually working, too. Also, I think the
changes to Lowry's dining menu have
Jesus-Gonzal-

A group of females from the Class of 2005 enjoy a leisurely
stroll near Kauke Hall on the day celebrating the end of their
Independent Study projects. They are completely and totally
sober (Photo by Jeremy HoHurts).

Foulds' I.S. was turned in by a man
.masquerading as the
senior who sources in the Registrar's
en

office believe to be Andrew Waldman

'05. Waldman, who was not available
for comment, allegedly walked into
the registrar's office and said, "I
expletive finished it, man. Now it is
time to get crunk!"
Foulds was escorted away from his
carrel on Tuesday afternoon, after the
first sober person on campus noticed
him chanting, "Hell no, I.S. won't go."
To avoid being afflicted with this
disorder, students are cautioned to
remember to wear shower shoes and
protective masks during their most
stressful encounters with I.S.
Sister Katie Foulds '08 said that if
anyone, with the exception of Mike
Doerr '08, wants to speak with her
brother,1 they should call her, because
she has his cell phone number.
.

me know their thoughts as well. I
consider the use of this LiveJournal
technology to be an integral part of
my duties' as president of the
College."
Access President Hales' journal at
www.LiveJournal.comusers COWp
rezsez.

Virgin Mary appearance

thej)nlymiraclerumoredo Jiave

.5

angst-ridd-

that

-,"
.-

been flocking to the sight, adorning it
with roses and devotional candles.
The working printer system is not

Si

x

A spokesperson for Jackson said

..

Wooster's newest angsty LiveJournaler, R. Stanton Hales, is
showing his softer side to anyone willing to "friend" him. He
was voted second most emo this year, next only to Peter
Havholm (Photo courtesy Vice archives.)

continued from p.

Michael Jackson to
vie for position of
papacy next year

position.

'

y.

Virgin

WORLD

Following weeks of deteriorating
health for Pope John Paul II, pop
singer Michael Jackson has announced
the start of his campaign to take over
for the ailing pontiff next year.
Despite this unorthodox method of
choosing the next head of the
Catholic Church, Jackson's attorneys
have deemed this an important legal
strategy for the King of Pop.
Jackson plans on using the campaign slogan, "I am innocent" to
express his qualifications for the

1

President Hales joins students in LiveJournaling

Following two semesters of grammatically-incorrect
posters, flyers and
publications on campus, College of
Wooster English majors have taken to
the streets and hallways of campus on
an angry rampage.
The students have been making
grammar and spelling corrections in
red pen to whatever posters and flyers
they can find.
mis-stat-

cle

are we going to vote Bush out of
office in the November election with
that kind of talk?"
Several other campus groups,,

servatives have been discriminated
against at the College of Wooster.

ez

had a heavenly influence."
Hospitality Services would neither
confirm nor deny a divine intervention in the menu options at Lowry,
but an inside source in Information
Technology was able to give the Vice
exclusive information pertaining to
the mysterious printer and computer
occurrences.
"Of course this is all due to the
intervention of some holy power,"
said Boris Jankoff '05, a member of
the IT. Dream Team. "I mean, if anyone thinks we are actually responsible
for this, they're nutbars. When students call us frantically and say Ed
said with mock panic 'Oh pleeeeease
heeeeelp me, my I.S. is due in like, five
minutes and your computer ate my
soul,' it isn't like we are doing anything. Nope, we're sitting here playing Halo while the haloed ones do our
work. So, I'd like to give a word up to
the big
and thank him mucho
for making us look good."
Though the Vice originally told him
his comments would be off the record,
the editorial board felt it was its ethical duty to relay this information.
The Vatican earlier denied the 1991
sighting of Jesus in Lowry tots.
G-O- -D

Outsourcing to India
ResLife
continued from p.

departmental personal expenditures
1

price that can't be beat," Student
Government Association President
Eli Lewine '05 said. The school will
indeed be saving money. The new
director, which will actually be a team
of 200 workers, will be paid 60 cents
an hour. Students will also not be
responsible for paying the $21 processing fee for housing damages
because, according to Director of
Finances Annakin Yuko, has determined that it is no longer necessary.
"Kfforts to fleece the student population are becoming unnecessary since

are decreasing" said Yuko.
According to Lewine, students will
also be able to look forward to,
improved communication and decision making. There will be a 24 hour
complaint line for all concerns' and
Students will also be able to take
advantage of a 24 hour complaint line
and
this
starting
summer
Bornhuetter Hall will have air conditioning. The construction on a new
dorm will also begin next fall.
"We are becoming an increasingly
global economy, it makes sense to
expand outsourcing to academia,"
said Hales.
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S carey Core, Very Disturbed

Leah "Not creative" Koontz, Arts Editor

Rev. Christopher Beck,

Drunken David Murray,

Sports Editor
Drunker Molly Rallo, Sports Editor

Sorta Disturbed
Erik Shilling, Esq., Disturbed
Dr. Sajal Sthapit, Simply the best
Liz

Milarrr,

Justin

L.

Sweet Carolue HotRA, Photography Editor

Nudes Editor
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Joel "Beta" Servillo, Caroline's

Matthew "Big brother" Foulds, God
"Keystone" Pappalardo, Features Editor

Will "Picasso" Torres, Artist

"PBR" Smith, Features Editor

Katie Foulds, Matt's

'

minion

Meunda Jacobs'), Mini Nudes Editor

Editor

"Natty" McCullough,
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Features Editor
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Andrew "viva Corner House" Whitmer, Webmaster
Cassi "The Hand" Sattazahn, Mom's superhero and awesome

illustrator

Angela "Best" Bilancini, totally sweet
All materials published herein are property of the Vice and cannot be reproduced withwhole-grai- n
out written c.onsent of the editors. The Vice is the 100
bastard child of
the Wooster Voice and is in no way ready to live under the same roof as its parent.
Therefore, we have no contact information to give you in case you 're mad.

u

We've had enough,
we are taking over Eight awkward conversations this
editorial cartoon by Will Torres, your comments can be directed to voicecartoonswooster.edu.

There is

ing. We are not like the current
we are together once a
week, some of us for approximately
12 hours at a time and are devoted
to our weekly cause. In other words,
we would actually show up for
meetings, and put in the time necessary to accomplish something. Some
of us have been faithfully attending
Vice meetings for the past four

spectre haunting
Wooster. Students are sick and tired
of being left behind in every decision and excluded from every bourgeois governing body that claims to
represent their interests. In reality,
the Student Government
Association and Campus Council are
simply rubber stamps for the fascist
administration. But this stamp does
not have rubber or ink, rather its
machinery is a foot and a pile of
dung that treads stinky steps all
other the oppressed student body,
messing up our shirt that we just
washed last week. These groups
will soon fall under the weight of
their own and out of the ashes will
rise a new campus order, the Vice.
For it the Vice staff is the' only
true body on capable of governing.
We are the only group that is aware
of what is actually happening on
this campus. When the truth is
behind closed doors, we kick them
down. When it is protected by privacy Jaws, .we ignore them. When
the truth is hidden by those in
power, we get them hammered and
interview them. In addition, the Vice
is always present and always watch
a

leaders

-

years.

.

Perhaps most importantly, the
Vice actually has a mechanism to
communicate with the student body
- a weekly publication. It would
take a work of divine intervention
for students to willingly read decisions made by the traditional
Student Government Association.
Yet, week after week, without any
prompting or coercing from us,
countless students, faculty, staff and
subscribers throughout the world
read the Vice and allow themselves
to be fed with our propaganda.
We already have the respect. We
already have the connections. We
actually show up to meetings. We
already have the power to communicate. Why not just let us make the
decisions too?

Fight against drinking
needs guns, masks
We all saw the announcement that
that the Security office is being
reformed to make it more student- friendly and incorporate an educational aspect in its operation. It is
expected that this reform will make
the department more efficient and
will also improve Security-stude- nt
relations.
Although the idea of reform is a
valid one, the one major problem on
this campus remains, the drinking
student. As long as there is one
underage student having a beer
somewhere on campus, the student
body needs to have a solid disciplinary presence. So it is clear that the
reforms are changing security in the
wrong way. Instead of increased sensitivity, we think that more covert
police actions are in necessary in
security's operation.
Security should not only have
firearms, they should have those cool
guns that that US weapons manufacturer sold to Israel a few years back
that can shoot around corners. Then
security would hire student spies to
go to parties and lure students who
are drinking away from the crowd to
and go to the bathroom and
...BOOM! You would be dead before

,

you even knew Security was there.
Since there are be cases that Security
has to be outjn.open daylight they
should have black ski masks, just for
dramatic emphasis.
If Security wanted to cut down on
the number of first years that
indulged in alcoholic beverages, all
they would have to do is advertise a
party for first years. Then after
enough people are there and are all
enjoying a drink, a trap door could be
pulled that opened to a 20 foot fall
and a floor of metal spikes. Roaming
phone taps would allow. Security to
know exactly when and where parties
would be and they could prepare with
lasers, landmines in Bissman etc.
Eventually, one of two things will

happen if this course of action is
followed. It is possible that students
will simply learn not to drink. If all
your friends that drink are dead or
serisouly injured, you are probably a
lot less likley to pick up a beer. The
second option is that every underage student who drinks will be
eliminated.
Although this will not be good for
the Wooster retention rates, we
would have a better environment on
this campus.

Wanted: Voice Editors
The Voice is looking for students to serve as editors next
year. It is actually rather thankless work. You will work in a
small and stuffy office for 8 to 15 hours per week and be
in the country that doesone of the few
n't get money or course credit. Then you will be constantly
criticized. So join the team!
student-journalis-

ts

1

1

Contact: Cory "the 40" Smith

passive stud doesn t feel like having
To myself,
As most of my colleagues on the
staff will use their free writing
ability to produce
spicy political
commentary and
sarcastic (though
deserved) swipes
at the college, I
have decided to
Out of Jokes
stand alone.
Consider me
the Blade Runner of aughf years
humor as I delve deep into the
humorous world of awkward conversations. Yeah, we all thought
these feelings would end with our
voice cracking during ninth grade
class presentations...but think

you may have noticed I improperly
used the word ironic in the last
sentence. Of course, that, like anything else at this liberal arts institution, is up for debate. However it
does bring me to another conversation I dread having of late: any
kind which revolves around either
the proper or improper use of
irony. This style of humor is now
about as fresh as "What's the deal"
again...
1) Finding anything to say to
was in late 1997.
I do agree that it is much more
people around campus now that
fun to listen to "Freebird" ironicalI.S. is no longer acceptable for
ly than it is to do so
small talk.
because it allows us to fulfill that
Seriously, what do we do once
need to engage in indulgent behavdiscussing how messed up we did
I.S.
ior while retaining our street cred.
Monday is no
(or didn't) get on
However, by now, any such meanlonger acceptable for passive small
talk with people in the Java Hut
ing has been washed away alongline.
side Ben Gibbard's right to the
Postal Service moniker.
Students often forget how useful
I mean, seriously, I'm tired of
bitching about I,.S. was when
squeezed between that special
seeing Dio shirts and attempting to
discern their meaning based upon
somebody they accidentally hooked
the young scavenger's decision to
up with freshman year and that
either wear or not wear fashionable
weird dude who was staring at
themblack jeans along with it P.S, I'm
relieved
them when they
with all you real Dio fans, time is
selves in the bushes outside the last
Greenhouse party (ErkShilling by -- so gonna tell on thatne.TT---- 7"
4) "Cause Heads and Their
the way).
Cause of the Day."
V So I guess its back to. talking
I definitely have enough stickers,
about the weather and that local
patches, ribbons and pamphlets for
sports organization. If nothing
the various fad causes that have
else, we can posture nostalgia and
attacked this college over the past
complain about what a travesty it is
that we have to wait 10 minutes for few years to fill an entire
Communication I.S. (Just Kidding
our Naked Juice...
Guys)
8) Naked Shower Entrance
I mean, how can I take you seriConversations
ously when you hand me an "F the
Everybody has at least one or
two people on their hall whom they Conservatives" pamphlet printed on
un recycled paper on Monday and a
see no more than a few times a
'
And
of
these
course
"Global Environmental Awareness"
semester...
,
always occur as
pamphlet on Tuesday?
irregular run-iCome on guys, I'm on your side,
we nakedly amble into the shower.
but we need to stick to one issue at
This is a serious awkward problem,
a time. Its hard to feign interest for
not so much because we're naked,
but because we wouldn't really have up to five hours a week when every
anything to say to each other in the sentence is laced with 1 to 2 expletives and phrases like, "God
first place, much less when our bits
and pieces are billowing in the artiThey're So Dumb." Obviously we're
ficial bathroom breeze. We're both
missing something here since all
naked, and thus the potential for
we have to show for our rants is an
is
addiction to cigarettes and four
humor huge.
However, as we do not know each
more years of 01', Hoss. But I guess
other enough to make light of the
"Security Oppression" is cool
situation, and have no mutual distoo...
dain strong enough to use our
5) Listening to Sarah Core talk
anothabout C.O.W. Belles and pretendphysical features against one
er, we are left feeling as awkward
ing Chris Beck's jokes are funny.
Look, I know this joke really only
as ninth graders in gym class. But I
applies to staff members, but anyguess in a way such interactions
body who complains that we don't
serve as a metaphor for the whole
do anything should sit down and
college experience, seeing people
naked but never really having anyendure five hours of mundane conversation with these chaps on
thing constructive to say about it
before or after. This is ironic.
Wednesday night.
This trumps all previously
Oh
Bitter
(And
3)
That
.
described awkward conversations.
Overused) Irony
(Just kidding ScoreCB, everybody
If you're still paying attention,
non-ironica-

lly

,

ns

Mismanagement

Nora Cascadden, Circulation Manager

I'm tired of seeing Dio shirts and attempting to
discern their meaning based upon the young
scavenger's decision to either wear or not wear
fashionable black jeans along with it."
knows the only staff member

I

hate

that damn Cory Smith...)
6) Giving Exes Their Stuff
Back, Especially When You're
is

Trying to Steal It
This one definitely explains
itself. Especially in the realm of
dividing up personal possessions or
settling debts. However, this serves
to be incredibly awkward when
your ex says you owe her 50 bucks
for getting a parking ticket on her
mom's car with a stolen staff parking pass ... For the full story conaddress...
tact me at my
e-m- ail

7) The

bitter realization that

you've dissed somebody's

musi-

cal, political, religious tastes
when you originally thought they
were in agreement with you...
Nothing is worse than getting
passionately negative about some
issue, a band, book, political ideology, etc., with somebody you think is
in agreement with you only to find
that after you say something especially inflammatory and insulting
that they can no longer hold back
from telling you they ardently dis- agree.
The subsequent reaction on their
part is made that much more freaky
and venomous by the fact that you
have just said some pretty insulting
things about their tastes that you
would never have said if you had
known their stance from the start.
It's as if you made a reference to
sleeping with their motherfather
while pouring sand in their gas
tank. However, for some reason,
such disgusting behavior seems to
have less negative results than stating that Xiu Xiu is about as enjoyable as a Ted Nugent reunion tour.
(Unless we're diving into that irony
again.)
Such horrible conversations usually end with me wanting to cower
in a corner with my blankie until
morning. Not only do I feel guilty,
but also somewhat scared that

those I insulted are waiting outside
my dorm with a chain. P.S., Ani
Difranco hasn't made a good album
in almost 10 years. Yeah that's
right, come and get me ...
8. Orals
I'm really not looking forward to
trying to realistically explain all
that B.S. I wrote down while under
the influence'of cough syrup.
Matt Foulds used to be called "Fatt
Matt Rolls" in grade school but we're
sure you can think of a few better names

for him. Please excuse his

attempts at
humor and feelfree to send him a letter of
complaint if any of his views offend
you. He will assuredly laugh at them
while drunk: mfouldswooster.edu.

Team

Katie Minetti, Business Manager

Alison Inderfurth, Advertising Manager
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Activist into patches, Michael Franti back catalogue
To my parole officer,
It all started when I was putting
gasoline in my 112. I noticed a little
scratch on the tailgate, and had to
do something
about it. So after
a half hour of
standing at the
pump waiting for
my tank to fill, I

layer" that
thing about this
sits above our Earth, and that it's
depleting. Beats me, I'm just glad
it's warmer outside so all the hot-tiin my math class start to wear
skimpier clothes. The idea that
words were on the ribbon intrigued
me, though, so I went to investi"o-zo- ne

es

and kept searching."
vehicle.

gate.

came up with a
corysmith
solution. I'd eo
inside and pur
chase a magnetic ribbon to slap on
the back of my suburban
I'm not really sure which one
I picked out, they came
different colors, so I just picked one that
went well with my customized
"pimp my ride" style paint job. The
magnetic ribbon really did the trick,
covering the little blemish so that
no one would ever notice.
One day, I noticed there were
words on the magnetic ribbon I'd
purchased, though the words were
unreadable due to the fact that the
sun beats down especially hard
where I live
they say it's some
.

gas-guzzl- er.

in-2- 1

It gives me a sense of pride to
know that everyone knows that

When got back to the
the store clerk informed me that the
ribbons stood for various causes. I
browsed the titles, "Support Our
Troops," "M.A.D.D.," and "America"
were among the masses of ribbons
that were around. The way I saw it
then and there, the more causes I
could endorse, the better. I mean,
all I had to do to show support was
buy the ribbons (besides, I heard in
a White House conference that I
don't need to curb my gas purchases, strong oil prices are good for the
war, right?). Besides, if something
is worth marketing in a
alongside the best hot dogs and
Slurpies around, it must be good. I
promptly purchased two of each,
and began to place them all over my
I

7-Ele-

7-Ele-

ceeds from all of these purchases
goes, but I'm sure it's good. After
all, if it's on the Internet, it must
be true, right? Soon enough, the
bracelets came in the mail, and I
started sliding them over my wrists.
Now everyone would know that I
was a great guy, willing to lend my

plight to support as many causes as possible
was failing fast, and I nearly lost interest when a
for a free iPod came up, but I held strong
pop-u- p

v My

ven,

I

stand for something.
But somehow, I felt like it just
wasn't enough. Surely I'd be able to
support other causes in other ways!
I started browsing the Internet.
There were all sorts of causes to
support, but a lot of them wanted
me to give up my free time to build
houses or get my popped up collar
in a fuss. My plight to support as
many causes as possible was failing
fast, and I nearly lost interest when
ad for a free i Pod Came up,
a pop-u- p
but I held strong and kept searching. Finally, I found some rubber
bracelets that looked trendy enough
for my fly style, yet outlandish
enough that everyone would surely

ven

notice that I was a good person,
willing to give to great causes and
show physical support for them
with my pristine image. After all,
who doesn't want to be a suburban
kid who watches lots of "The O.C"
and has the fashion sense of every

image to worthy causes, especially
for the sake of fashion. What more
could these causes ask for than a
social elitist like me supporting
their cause publicly. I even think I
got some of the uncool kids' attention with my new flair due to my
ribbons, and bracelets.
Maybe some of them will even
adopt causes like I did and do something great for our country by

latest star?
So I started buying bracelets.
The cost of each varied, but the
causes all seemed so worthy, I
couldn't resist. I clicked away fast,
ordering sets of 10 bracelets for
things like "Save the Ants," the
"Free Michael," and the
black "Emo Kids for Change," even
though I didn't really know what
the word "emo" meant (and everyone I ask about it shrugs their

.

showing their
port, just like me.

never-endi-

sup-

ng

silver-

Cory Smith is the Seth Cohen of the
Midwest, fo shizzle. He absolutely
advocates supporting causes with gimmicky sales techniques. He can be
reached for comment at
Ask for the queen of the world, and you
shall hear the voice of the queen bee.

-studded

334-786-312-

shoulders
very unemotional
state). I'm not sure where the pro
in a

5.

Shut up and fall in line, and stop asking inane questions
justify the rising cost of its tuition.
An honor code would give Wooster
another way to rationalize increasing tuition at several times the rate
of inflation, while reducing finan-

We all know that every day
brings us closer to having an honor
code on this campus. Although
there are a few ignorant individuals
who are opposed to the idea, the
majority of campus has for years
repeatedly petitioned the adminis

tration to instate
"The Wooster
Ethic." It seems
now that the
administration
wishes to appease
our demands and
avoid further

chrisbeck

pro-Eth-

sor's computer is tracked and
logged so that within 10 minutes of
a test being drafted, a copy is available to every student on campus.
Volunteer upperclassmen feed
information to students during
exams through earpieces and hidden microphones. Most papers and
Independent Studies are just resubmitted from previous years. Luckily,
professors are yet to notice that
papers are still being written about
the future of the Soviet Union.
Students who don't take advantage
of this resource usually just copy
information from another source. In
fact, most of what I'm writing here
is actually plagiarized from an old
article in the Davidson newspaper.
The "Wooster Ethic" would also
prepare Wooster students for life
after graduation. A college with an
honor code has an environment of
respect and honesty and therefore
prepares all graduates for 'careers in
fields such as law, business and
4

cial aid.
Secondly, the "Ethic" would help
in the admissions recruiting process
by making Wooster stand out from

ic

demonstra-

tions, which have led to violence in
the past. What the administration
should also keep in mind is that
there are several other reasons why
the "The Wooster Ethic" should be
implemented.
Firstly, consider the fact that
although Wooster is a good school,
it is not really high enough in the
national rankings to continue to

similar institutions. The result
would be that more academically
motivated students would express
interest in Wooster, which would
hopefully increase our national
ranking and certainly compensate
for the number of dumbasses we
are going to have to bring in to
rebuild our football team.
In addition, it is a
fact that pretty much everyone at
Wooster cheats. It is not often discussed, but there is an underground
student intelligence organization
with resources and manpower the
rival those of the CIA.
Every keystroke on every profes
well-kno-

wn

,

journalism, where values and
morals are the rule of law.
There is also a sense of entitlement among the College population.
We believe that we are both deserving of an honor code and capable of
maintaining its integrity. We realize
that students would be primarily
response for enforcing the honor
code. Since the student body has
proven never to be the least bit apathetic about any significant isue on
or off campus, it is clear that students will be able to fulfill this role.
We have also shown that we are a
moral and upstanding group of
individuals. Having gone for
months without a reported hate
crime on this campus, it is obvious
that the enlightened student body is
certainly tolerant of diversity and
would treat all groups equally
under the new judicial system.
Since this judicial would be student-ruit is possible for any student to
get involved.

n,

Keeping this in mind, I would
finally have an opportunity to get
the bastard who keeps on stealing
my shampoo expelled once and for
all. He probably wouldn't be so
cocky after he sees how they treat
little guys like him in the showers
at Ohio State.
I hope that the administration
realizes that the honor code would
benefit every department and group
on this campus and will keep these
points in mind when working to
implement "The Wooster Ethic."

Christopher Beck serves as the
Associate Editor of the Voice and one
day hopes to work in the Writing
Center. All hate mail can be sent to
cbeckwooster.edu. Please keep in
mind that Chris really doesn't care if
you don 't like his article or if what he
has said contradicts your petty Utile
agenda. In the end, what you think
probably doesn 't matter.

Speaker's reception, tiny V8 Splash bottles a great success
Andrew R. Waldman
Greek Enthusiast
Students, community members
and faculty' praised the refreshments and accomodations at guest
speaker Dr. Gillian Fillen's reception in the lobby of Scheide Music
Center last Thursday.
"I was just passing through
Scheide theotheTniglit and I saw a
table filled with cookies, snacks, and
sodas," said student Mike Danson
'07. "I thought 'damn, lemme get
some of those cookies!' So I peeked
around the corner and saw that
there was a speech happening."
Danson allegedly stayed around
the area for about 25 minutes and
spoke with fellow students and
i

eventually attracting
crowd of about 5 to 20 people.
passers-b-

y,

a

1

"I'm glad that we can all get together here and
talked through the subject. A few guys even took
off their shirts and spelled my last name in
Sharpie markers on their chests."
"I saw Jonesy, Dave and Mark on
the way to Holden and I called
them oyerJWej:hilled out for a
while and decided to wait until the
speech ended before we dove in to
the table," said Danson. "We sent
Houch back to get some Rolling
Rocks. We figured we could do
some shotguns and get tore up
before the Q&A."
Allen "Jonesy" Jones noticed
Danson's calls from just outside the
building. "I saw Mike down in the
lobby of Scheide and I said to Dave.
'What the f&A is Mike doing in
,

--

there?" he said. "He was calling us
over, so we went in and found all
this good s&t on the tableI was
just starting to come down so the
munchies were a good surprise."
Jones, Danson and several other
Holden residents ended up waiting
until Fillen finished her speech entitled "The Crisis of the 1960s:
and the Problem of
Identity in an
World" before they started consumption of mini V8 Splashes,
chocolate cookies, coffee, and
doughnutsBeer comsumption fol

Post-Moderni- sm

Ever-mechanizi-

ng

lowed as well as sexual invites to
the noticably frightened speaker.
"This is great!" exclaimed Holden
second floor resident Dave Pattison.
"Normally I would pay for this stuff
at the Java Hut, but here it's all
free! Who needs Taco Bell when
you got all these forum whatsits."
Overall, the reception was a success with over JO peoplein atten-danc- e.
Fillen, a history professor at
UCLA, seemed pleased with the
outcome of the evening.
"While giving the speech, I didn't
notice all these people in audience,"
she said. "It was probably just too
dark to see them all. I'm glad that
we can all get together here and
talk through the subject ... A few
guys even took off their shirts and
spelled my last name in Sharpie
markers on their chests."

Sadly, after the event, the beautiful harmony created by a thoughtful

discourse on
Was
sullied by a riot that broke out over
the remaining tiny bottles of V8.
Fillen was quickly rushed to a waiting care and taken to safety.
"Just like the College to start a
party and break it up before we're
JinishedLcomplained Dansonr
"Those tiny bottles make the best
chasers. And what happened to that
Fillen lady, she looked like she was
ready to cut loose?"
Overall, the college deemed the
forum event a success.
"As long as the forum had people
there, we can put a picture on the
website," one college administrator
reported. "Usually all we get is a
picture of the President asleep in
'
'
the front row."
post-moderni- sm

Question of the Day: What is your view on the impending implications of the proposed Student Bill Of Rights?

Ashlee Jenson
WAC Director

Deacon Jones
Friend With Benefits

Does this mean we can finally bring those Christian
records
Bands from Wind-U- p
of
all
I'm
to campus?
tired
those loud emotional bands
that make us forget who's
going to spank us in the
afterlife. Good oP J.C. is
alright with me, and so is the

Kick ASS!! Now we can drink
beer in the middle of the
quad on Mondays!!
BONNNNNG!

Student

Bill

of Rights!

Elvis Costello
Really A Woman
this give me a new
place to sell drugs after my
"experimental" album fails?
At least with the inclusion of
the Bill of Rights, people like
me will feel free to express
their innermost thoughts:
Yes, I am really a woman!

Will

Jeb Jesco
NRA

PaulyShore11
Mountain Drifter

Enthusiast

YEEEEEHHAAAAAA!!!! Now
I can blow
my gun off every
I.S. Monday!! Kiss the tires

on those security vehicles
goodbye! Those scumsuck-in- g
commie liberals at the
Voice better watch their
backs...

was passing through
Wooster on my journeys and
heard that the Bill was on
the table. Sadly, everybody
was too busy making
Napoleon Dynamite jokes
and wearing ironic Dio shirts.
So guess they don't
deserve any rights.
I

I

Head Drunks:

Random Crap

Angel pbr, Cory Rocks

assistant drunk:
Just McCullough

'

Friday,

April

1
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Cure found for Wooster Facebook, promiscuity prevalent
transportation doldrums Sneaky
Vice

for Rad Transportation (CART), golf
carts are better than bicycles for the
following reasons:
1) More than one person at a time
can ride in style.
2) At onlyi mph, they do less to
disrupt traffic in front of academic
buildings.
3) Where do you put a bumper
sticker on a bike?
CART encourages Wooster students to support this endeavor to
create a community cart program. If
this proposal is indeed approved by
the College, the students involved
will obtain a program house in
exchange for running the program
and overseeing the distribution and

Wooster students all over campus,
from the southernmost house to the
northernmost residence hall, have
discovered a new phenomenon. Late
at night, you can find students everywhere logged on to a mystical Web
site that connects the entire student
body for enjoyment, stalking and a
new endeavor. Yes, it's the Facebook,
and this new endeavor is a wide- spread "dating service."
The craze started when Internet
fiends too lazy or socially inept to go
out to a party and get their own
hook-u- p
on the weekend began "poking" one another incessantly. These
pokes led to provocative posts on
friends' message boards and finally,
people began to post suggestive picrental of the carts.
In addition, every student on camtures of themselves for their user
pus will have the opportunity to rent picture. One student eventually got
fed up with the teasing photos and
a golf cart for just $5 per day; there
is also the chauffeur service in which
suggestive messages and asked a stua licensed driver can be hired for a
dent they were stalking secretly if
low additional cost of $10. That
they wanted to meet up on the roof
and
means for just $15, you
your of McGaw.
At first, the stalkee was a little
friends can be driven around to class,
freaked out, but soon jumped at the
to parties, or Lowry in your very
prospect, seeing the economic gains
Not stylish enough,
own
that could come from meeting with
you say? Think again; the program
the Facebook. A price was posted on
will offer a wide variety of golf .cart
the stalker's message board, and he
models, including the very special,
COWmobile, complete gladly paid her, courtesy of PayPal.
The meeting happened, and after
successfully averting curious security guards on the roof, the couple
began their tryst. It was a groundbreaking event. Since word reached
the campus community, meetings all
across Wooster have started to hap- -

necessity as well as for their own personal enjoyment.
"Bikes are nice, but they lack the
speed and environmental-unfriendline- ss
that golf carts have to offer," a
explained. "And more
than one person can ride at the same
time! I personally can't wait to cruise
the Woo campus, in a sweet cart"
This new program proposal was
born last month when two students
had a minor mishap involving a community bike. The evening' was
Saturday, and a snow-coverone at
that. According to these individuals,
' one of them rode a community bike to
a party in order to protect her stilettoes from the mass amount of snow
that covered the ground. When it
came time for her to venture back to
her dorm, she decided to be responsi- ate

ed

,

niini-lim- o.

all-inclus-

ive

c".

I
.

There is reportedly a
district in Wagner, and there are
plans for another in Andrews
Library, utilizing deserted I.S. carrels for the purpose of Facebook
prostitution.
There are mixed feelings on campus about the new economic endeavSome students are staunchly
or..
against the prospect of prostitution
on campus, but others welcome it
red-lig- ht

pen-- .

.with open arms.
No matter
the feelings on
Facebook prostitution, one thing is
for sure: it's made it to Wooster and
it's here to stay.
The Wellness Center has started
offering free STD testing to students
who participate in Facebook prosti-

tution

to combat obvious risks

involved with promiscuous sexual
behavior. As a community, it seems
the only responsible thing to do.
Communities have started to
spring up on the Facebook in honor

.

of the prostitution ring. Popular
groups include "Dominatrixes do it
better," "I'm an
"Size
DOES matter," and "All I need to
know about life I learned in the
ass-ma-

.

n,"

Kama Sutra."
The Facebook is surely a useful
tool for meeting people innocently
and secretly stalking crushes from
afar, but resourceful students at
Wooster have made it much, much
more.
Be wary of who you choose to accept
as a friend. There are no restraining
orders on The Facebook.

Educational imperialism at Wooster
At some colleges,
and brand new buildings
highlight the campuses. But over and
over again, we've been told that
Wooster is a different type of school,
that we learn in different ways and use
our independent thought to critically
examine situations. Is it possible that
the faculty at the College have different plans for the Kauke Challenge
money than we expected?
One need not look further than St.
Louis, Missouri for answers. Nestled
in the somewhat larger, but similar
campus to Wooster is a building. A
building that shares a strong resemblance to our beloved Kauke, spare the
red bricks it is built from.
Upon further examination, the
building bears the same architectural
structures as Kauke, down to a tee.
And this building also needed

everywhere.

Ohio's Seth Cohen
Vice Staff Writer
Everyone knows that the College of
Wooster has been pushing to raise
money for "The Kauke Challenge," a
fund raised to renovate old facilities
and offices that students have had to
endure since before most of our
grandparents were even born. No one
can dispute that Kauke is very, very
old, and no one can dispute that the
classrooms are aesthetically lacking.
camStudents enjoy the new golf cart service offered around
However, the classrooms are so drab
pus to aid in late night walks (Photo by Karin Johnson).
and worn out that they lack the one
ble and designated a friend to be her with black spots, a tail, and a horn
thing that educators across the board
that moos. Only COW card sales will hate most: distractions.
driver.
be accepted.
Unfortunately, however, these
ceilings and metal-framThe drop-dow- n
individuals failed to notice
Unfortunately, this exciting and
desks of Kauke are anything
that they were riding on a bike not beneficial new program will only be but good looking, and even in the most
built for two. The ride resulted in a made possible by the support and
boring of lecture classes, it's nearly
diligence of those advtinghisirnpossible to fall asleep given the
crash and a pair of wrecked stilettoes,
form of transporta- - ditions. The last thing the faculty
b6th6rwhich could have easily been
tion. If you'd like to help out, contact would want to give us are comfortable
prevented if these two unfortunate
passengers had instead been riding in CART. Until the approval of the proseats to rest in during class, or
a chauffeured golf cart.
gram, remember to walk in groups, advanced technology to keep us
According to the College Alliance but ride your bike solo.
engaged, because then the focus would
be taken away from the professor and
the books they've written for us to buy
for their classes to flashy things like
colorfully-painte- d
walls, cavernous
ceilings, beautiful woodwork, and
snappy Power Point presentations.
So why did the College raise all of
this money? Surely educators would
rather teach us in. the most institutionalized environment so that we could
focus on the words coming out of
their mouths rather than, say, the pattern in the (gasp!) carpet on the floor.
However, this is not the standard
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well-intentio-

Promiscuous Wooster student takes advantage of the prospect
of economic gains on Facebook (Photo byjaroline Hotra).
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Coincidence? This reporter thinks
it can't be a coincidence. Is it possible
that we've been teleported there for
our classes, and the Kauke we call
home' is simply a fabrication in our
minds? Probably not. However, this
could certainly be a sign of an age-ol- d
practice that seems foreign to a college
outsider, but makes perfect sense:
Educational Imperialism.
It may seem outrageous, but this
architectural "coincidence" could not
have just happened.
Obviously the
money is going towards Educational
Imperialism. Soon enough, there will
be linoleum-tile- d
floors and drop
down ceilings on campuses everywhere, spreading the notion that drab
classrooms yield the greatest educational value. Why else would another
campus have a building nearly identical to one that the
Wooster hasten its campus?

'--

Forget community bikes. The
newest program being founded at'
Wooster is a community golf cart
program.
A group of students are currently
petitioning for permission to create a
community golf cart program, which
will provide C.O.W. students with the
opportunity to rent golf carts for

cart-advoc-

.
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Mac Mama Sketch
Vice Staff Writer.

Sizzle
Staff Writer

O'DouPs makes for lively I.S. Monday
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Wooster's educational imperialism reaches

all

the way to St.

Louis, Missouri (Photo by Cory Smith).

Lowry dining experience: BAM!
Lowdown Lucifer
Vice Staff Writer
Wooster's Lowry Dining Hall is
officially kicking it up a notch. Not
only has the College's infamous eatery
implemented

high-cla-

On I.S. Monday, many students invited family and friends to
join in on the drunken celebration. Joel Servillo '05 invited his
twin brother, Davey, to partake in the festivities.
Unbeknownst to Davey, Joel played a little I.S. prank on him
beverage.
and offered him a cool, refreshing
Davey was later seen, arms flailing, while screaming, 'This is
the best day of my life! I'm so wasted!" Davey woke up the
when Joel revealed to
next morning with a killer hang-ove- r
him that he had been drinking O'Doul's all day long. Davey
left that day in shame of his faux drunken celebration (Photo
(non-alcoholi-

c)

ss

dining

stuoptions for its
dents, but in light of the College's
recent menu augmentation, the spas-tast- ic
chef Emeril Lagasse has put his
official seal of approval on Lowry's
cuisine.
Lowry's new dining options have
even inspired the colorful Food
Network personality to go on a
nationwide college tour. The "Food
Network College Crawl" will begin in
our own Lowry Dining Center on
Friday, April 8. at 4:30 p.m.
ht
The
extravaganza will
kick off with an Iron Chef competi
ever-dissatisf-

courtesy P.I.M.P.).

mm

all-nig-

ied

tion, where two Wooster students-wil- l
be challenged to create "the perfect
omelette."
Other scheduled events
include a timed relay event where students will race to change the ice cream
in the Edy's dispenser as well as a
"Station Sweep," a 'throwback to the
popular game show "Supermarket
Sweep."
Also look forward to a catfish filet
in
eating contest and a chicken stix
building contest. Entries will be
rated based upon architectural merit
and the general aesthetic of the home.
So what savvy new dining options
make Wooster deserving of the Food
Network's seal of approval? The talk
of all the campus has been the implementation of a new station in Lowry
called "Falafel All Day."
Due to the overwhelming demand
crefor succulent, crutuhy chick-pe- a
ations, the staff of Hospitality
log-cab-

Services had no choice but to provide
the student body wijli a station completely devoted to the falafel.
But even more exciting 'is the
rumor floating around Mom's Truck
Stop that a "JUST MEAT" option will
be included at most stations to balance with the vegan entrees on the
new menu.
Among a plethora of new soup
options, such as Campbell's "Piss and

Vinegar" and Wolfgang Puck's
"Humpty Dumpty Egg Drop Soup,"
students can also get specialized
Alphabet Soup.

For only a 6 to

18

minute wait, students can enjoy
steaming hot Alphabet Soup with
only the letters of their first name.
Even if Lowry food may seem to
get old, keep in mind that these new
and improved creations exist to
If Emeril
please your palate.
approves, so should you.

section editors:
leah "hi" koontz,
Lord e.w. shilling
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Harvard president puts all women in their place
These three hypotheses were what he

boys that are not easy to attribute to
called the
job hypothesocialization." At the conference he
sis, the different availability of apticontinued, "It's not important that
Arts Editor
tude at the high-en- d
hypothesis, and it's been proven that women are not
Lawrence H. Summers, president of the different socialization hypothesis.
given any attention in the scientific
In terms of the first
Harvard, held an April 1 press conferfields during their kindergarten
ence in regard to his remarks made at job hypothesis Summers had origithrough 12th grade education, that
the Jan. 14 NBER (National Bureau of nally said of women in scientific
they are not called on as often, that
Economic Research) Conference on fields, "They scientific employers
they are not encouraged in any way.
Diversifying the Science and expect a large number of hours in the .They aren't encouraged because baby
Engineering Workforce. Summers office, they expect a flexibility of girls are born with DNA that prefers
said, "I don't think I'm sexist just schedules to respond to contingency,
baking cookies, while baby boys are
because I believe women are not as they expect a continuity of effort born with DNA that enjoys building
good at science and math as men. through the life cycle, and they bridges and writing novels and doing
Actually, I also don't think they are expect that the mind is always workpretty much everything else. It has
good at arts and humanities either. ing on the problems that are in the nothing to do with what the different
But I love women and therefore am job, even when the job is not taking
genders are taught is within their
reach during their entire lives."
not sexist. They're good at other place. And it is a fact about our socielike cooking and cleaning."
ty that this is a level of commitment ' "It would be very useful to
things
that a much higher faction of married know... what the quality of marginal
Summers appeared to be digging
the hole he created for himself at the men have been historically prepared
hires are when major diversity efforts
to make than of married women."
NBER conference
are mounted," Summers said at the
even deeper.
In regard to his second hypothesis
NBER conference. At the April 1
Harvard faculty members, after the
of
Summers
availability
aptitude
of
voted
NBER conference, had already
press meeting he stated, "Obviously
had
stated
the
conference,
NBER
at
when you specifically try to give a
by a secret ballot at the Loeb Drama
on
does
that
"It
appear
many, many
woman an equal chance as a man at a
Center that they lacked confidence in
different human attributes
height, job in a scientific field, or an artistic
Summers and that they expressed
field for that matter, the quality of
regret for his remarks on women in weight, propensity for criminality,
science and certain "aspects of the overall IQ, mathematical ability, scithe entire department just goes right
entific ability, there is relatively clear down the crapper."
President's managerial approach."
evidence that there is a difference in
At the NBER conference Summers
Although these two
said, "We would like to believe that
motions are largely symbolic because the standard deviation, and variabilionly the Harvard Corporation can ty of a male and female population."
you can take a year off, or two years
At the April 1 press meeting, off and it affects your productivity
force Summers to step down, it has
Summers explained, "As I've said during the time, but that it really
been said by some faculty members
should
that Summers
resign. before there is a natural difference in doesn't have any fundamental effect
However, the controversy and lack of the overall IQ of women and men on the career path." Summers claimed
confidence vote has seemingly given and therefore, it is obvious that not during the April conference, "Come
only would women not have as high on now people, everybody knows that
Summers an incentive to no longer
of an aptitude for science and math, if a woman takes time off after giveven attempt to be politically correct
but in everything
including music, ing birth she's not worth anything in
in his speeches.
dance, painting, et cetera.
her job when she comes back."
Originally, at the NBER conferIn relation to his third hypothesis
ence, he said, "There are three broad
"Truly, she should just stay gone
hypotheses about the sources of the of socialization, Summers said at the because if she takes time off she will
very substantial disparities.. .with NBER conference, "There is reasonforget absolutely everything she's
done in her life that has contributed
respect to the presence of women in ably strong evidence of taste differhigh-en- d
ences between little girls and little
scientific
professions."
to her career 'knowledge," Summers

Leah Koontz
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Photo by Jane Doe.
said. An audience member at the
NBER conference
asked, "What
about the rest of the world. France,,
very high powered women in science
in top positions. Same nature, same
hormones, and same ambitions we
have to assume. Different cultural
atmosphere, given."
Summers had responded at the
NBER conference, "My guess is that
you'll find that in most of these
places, the pressure to be
to work HO hours a week, is not
the same as it is in the United States."
At the conference, Summers continued with this point, "Women can keep
up in other countries in the arts
because other countries aren't as
good at art anyhow."

ng

1

high-power-

ed,

In his conclusion at the NBER conference Summers said, "And as for the
groping in the kitchen, and whatnot,
look, it's absolutely important that in
every university in America there be
norms of civility."

At the April press meeting
Summers explained, "As long as
women admit that they are inferior
and stay ia the kitchen we shouldn't
sexually harass them. Anybody who
says that I don't have the right to say
any of this obviously is a fan of
McCarthy-er- a
tactics of suppressing
free speech. We should be allowed to
say anything we' want as white males,
even if it does affect any other minority's right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."

Bagpiper comes clean after four years Staind CD a problem
nice, cool, writer.
Most students at the College of
Wooster are aware of the generous
scholarship program available to
those students who play the bagpipes and participate in the

i

College's pipe band.
On Monday, a scandal broke concerning the pipe band, as former
acclaimed piper Michael Baker
spoke out having faked the ability to
play the bagpipes in order to collect
scholarship money.
Baker spent most of the first
semester convincing students and
the bagpipe director alike that he
had played the bagpipes all through
high school and would make a wonderful addition to the piping squad.
According to an anonymous
source, Baker got through his audition to the squad by playing pipe
music on a nearby CD player while
by all accounts appearing to play his
instrument. Baker's big scam did
not come to the director's attention
until rehearsal this week when he
was asked to lead the band in their
traditional practice routine, and was
of course unable to do so.
After a heartfelt discussion with
the conductor and his former fellow
pipers, Baker decided he needed to
come forward about his shame in
having lied to the community all
this time. On Tuesday night in

After a two-da- y
search, someone
finally came forward to 'claim a CD.
found on the dining room table of
Lewis House early Tuesday morning.
Greg Jurevicius '07 said that he discovered a packaged edition of the
newest album from the band Staind on
a table near the kitchen as he made his

;

morning

coffee.

I don't think sensitive guys
are bad people," Jurevicius explained,
"I just think they need to grow up.".
Jurevicius, whose music collection
includes such metal touchstones as
and
Megadeth, Mastodon
the
Fxckxng Champs, criticized Staind for

"I mean,

being

"blatant

ble

pop-sensi-

blowhards" and demanded to know
who among his housemates "was lis
tening to that crap- .After a house meeting held
Wednesday to decide the issue, not
one of Jurevicius's housemates took
responsibility for the disc. The meeting lasted over an hour. In response,
Jurevicius, housing coordinator for the
group, declared a moratorium on the
Baker said.
music in the house until the culprit
Baker has been asked to leave the could be identified.
pipe band, but because he came for"I just don't think that the integrity
ward to admit to his mistake, no forof the entire house should be compromal disciplinary actions were taken.
mised by one person," Jurevicius said.
Baker hopes that this article will
Some of his housemates had sus- serve as a warning to all students in pected a Staind fan in their midst.
the hopes that they will think twice
"I thought I heard someone rocking
before making a similar mistake.
out to that wuss Aaron Lewis's voice
the other day," Ryan Adamsley '08
said, "but I thought it was just a Pearl
Jam live CD I hadn't heard." Another
housemate, Gary Bags '07 noticed different patterns of TV viewing.
a cigarette simultaneously, head
"I was beginning to wonder why
bobbing and finger pointing at
"'
shows and the most cleverly con""" '"'"'u"'
cealed iPod (to disguise wealthy
:

Illustration by Cassi Sattazahn
Lowry Pit, Baker spoke to a seemingly sympathetic crowd. "My
actions were purely an attempt to
pay for my own education.
In no
way was my stint as a bagpiper an
attempt to' make fun of or insult
anyone in the community. I hope
that you all will see that I am profoundly sorry for my actions,"

!

!

New Wooster hipster TV show debuts
were spotted wearing thrift store
or overpriced new shirts of
the same caliber
as well as corduroy blazers, boot cut jeans, ironic
old man hats, vegan studded belts,
unkempt hair and a variety of causes or bands represented on miniamesture pins adorning well-wor- n
senger bags or totes.
The contestants were lured into
auditioning for a show with the
promise of unlimited Pabst Blue
Ribbon beer and Parliament cigaT-shi-

Elizabeth Yuko
More than a section editor
Filming for a new UPN reality
show, "America's Next Top Hipster"
is scheduled to begin production in
Wooster at the start of the 2005-0- 6
academic year.
The College of Wooster was chosen as the set of the show after
UPN scoured the country looking
for the university will the most liberal and environmental students
with a "unique" fashion sense.
Most of the contestants selected
,

rts

rettes.
Challenges on the show will
'
include riding a bicycle and smoking

Vy'

,

1111

MTV was on the living room television much more lately," he said.
The mystery lingered
until
Thursday, when Brian Parkhorst '07, a
Chemistry major and former linebacker for his high school football
team; confessed. A random inspection
of Parkhorst's iTunes library showed
the bands Unwound, Sunny Day Real
Estate, and the Promise Ring among
his top 10 most listened to tracks.
differed
Theories
among
Parkhorst's housemates about why his
musical tastes had declined to such a
degree. At least one pointed to the
with his high school
recent break-u-p
girlfriend as a contributing factor.
"You know, .1 always thought tha
once you're an emo kid, you're always
an emo kid," said Adamsley. "but I
never thought it could ever get this
"bad."
!'

vainer nousemaies lesiiryroine tact
that Parkhorst had been making startling confessions to them as of late.
"One time, Brian and I were hanging out watching '24 Hour Party
People' and he told me that he cried
twice a day," said Bags. He said he felt
"weirded out" by the statement, and
told him to "just go listen to Sigur
Ros."

"We're planning an intervention for
Saturday," Jurevicius said, "I just
hope it works."
The planned intervention includes
Parkhorst's brother, father, and three
best friends plan to travel to Wooster,
in addition to eight of his housemates.
"I mean, we don't want this to get
worse," said Bags, " I mean, I just don't
think I want to wake up one day and
find a Dashboard Confessional on the
dining room table, I think Staind's bad
enough, but Staind without the rock?!
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Hello, I'm

MERLYN FISH, and I
WOULD LIKE TO BE YOUR BARBER

CASINO NIGHT!
RELAY FOR LIFE FUNDRAISING EVENT
Friday April 8 at 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Lowry Pit $5 to play poker, blackjack and other casino games

I'VE BEEN BARBERING FOR 34 YEARS: 22 IN WARSAW, IN.,

Free Refreshments
Prizes include over $100 worth of gift certificates to many local restaurants and
shopping venues

236 South Coi.ombus Ave. In Wooster,

and 12 in Sarasota, Ll.

Bring this ad with you to

Stull's Hair Clinic
from
and Saturday from 7:30-- 2

Monday-Wednesd-

To Receive

ay

a Haircut FREE
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fighting off the flu. We are an unbelievable team and work so well
together, we're definitely going to
repeat this year," said Deez.

.

corn-hol- e

coming from Allegheny to join me
this year, I know we're going to win
it," said Jeff. Joey, one of the chair

April

recently?
definitely declined. This year Wes is
partnering up with Jeff's arch-rivAce. Wes's old partner, Smitty '03,
decided not to join this year because
he could not keep up with the talent of
the college students.
"I guess that's what happens when
you get old," said Smitty.
It should be interesting to see who
receives the 2005 "Best Dressed
Award," although it might be tough to
beat last year's winners. Many people
but Buck and JB
just made
'07 showed up to the tournament in
white jumpsuits and white headbands,
clearly showing up the rest.
"Buck and I have something great
planned for this year. Our 2004 costume won't even compare to this;
everyone should show up just to see
what we're wearing. I can't promise a
win in the tournament, but I sure as
hell can promise the 'Best Dressed
Award,'",. said JB.
So if you're interested in watching

l
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The Madness

If you've been paying attention to
the Sports Boxers, you would know
Spring is in the air
Corn-hol- e
that means
members
of
the
that I have missed a few weeks due to
bring on the sun, beer and corn-ho- le
personal reasons.
of course! Now that spring is here,
My dear friend
the Third
Annual Corn-ho- le
Nick Jones took
Tournament is just around the corner.
over and did a
Not sure about corn-holStop by the
great job.
Kenarden patio or Iceman front yard
However, now I am
any sunny day to view a game.
back. First things
nickcross
.1
For the past two months, the chair
first: congratulaCorn-ho- le
members
of
the
tions to all you seniors out there.
Association have been planning, takTake advantage of it, because you
ing requests, and seeding the 24
know it all goes downhill from here.
teams in the tournament.
There
During my break, I got to thinking
have been many sleepless nights by
about how the Vice operates and realBuck '07, Joey '06, and Ward '05, but
ized that I'm probably the only person
the brackets are finally out and the
who cares about it. You know what
tournament is set to begin April 16
I'm say in', right? All of you know,
at 2 p.m.
either from religiously reading my
This year features 24
column from week to week or from
t
The previous champions await a cold beverage from the self
teams from the College of Wooster,
talking to me in person, that I take
although, it will be hard to beat the service machine (Photo by Sweet Caroline).
my job as Vice writer extremely seriundefeated returning champions from
ously. I do not, as we say in the jourThird-Annu- al
Corn-ho- le
last year, Deez '07 and Dave Murray
nalism biz, fick around. I stick to the
Also coming from a low seed last Association, welcomes Jeff's brother, the
'05. Last year,' Deez and Murray year, Ace '06 and Jeff '05 came from Keith '05, to join this year, but did say Tournament, stop by the quad April
script. Whereas the other writers just
""he
decided 4in the last minute to pair up behind to place second, but decided
write whatever comes to mind, I do
better be good or else outsiders 16 at 2 p.m. to watch the 24 teams
together, and their choice proved to be for personal reasons (they don't like are no longer welcome."
battle it out for the prized Head Rest. not. It's not my style. Simply put
a success. Having to play a second-seedI'm a professional, dammit. On that
Because it's the third-annu- al
toureach other anymore), not to continue
In case of rain, venture to the first
team the first round and beatnote, let's talk sports.
floor Stevenson lounge for your viewon the same team. Witnesses say their nament, alumni from the past two
It's the end of March and that can
ing them 21-- 0, the two demonstrated distaste for each other occurred right years are gracing the College of ing pleasure.
they were unstoppable.
Wooster with their presence. Jimmy
after the tournament last year.
Want to have a tournament of only mean one thing: the NCAA
. "I was unconscious
'04 and Wes '03 are looking to surlast year, I
"After we didn't win the tournayour own? Follow these simple rules championship is at hand. In the Final
couldn't miss. In the rare chance I did ment, I realized Ace wasn't as good as prise the youngins' with their talents, and cut out the brackets for a day full Four remain Illinois, North Carolina,
miss, Dave would sink his beanbag,
I, so I thought I needed to find anothalthough as the years have gone on of fun or else come watch and have a Louisville, and Michigan State. As the
dedicated columnist that I am, I spent
even though it looked as if he was er partner. Now that my brother is their gift of throwing a beanbag has great time!
my entire spring break paying attenCorn-hol- e
Rules:
tion to March Madness. I watched
1 .) Stretch, including toeevery second of every game, taking
notes and analyzing all the players. I
ouches and the butterfly.
noted their tendencies and nuances,
2.) Make sure to have a
In short, I spent my entire spring
pooler of cold beverages
break extensively researching these
close by.
teams in order to bring to you, my
fans, the most accurate, factual analy3.) Make two boards that
ses and statistics that money can buy.
reach a 30 degree angle,
First, I want to talk about the
with two holes 10 inches
matchup between Illinois and
rom the top.
Louisville. This one has all the mak4.) Place two boards
ings for a classic. Illinois, the number
one team in the country, went all year
about 25 feet apart.
losing only one game. Leading the
5.) One member from
for the Ilini are Deron
each team stands near each attack
Williams, Dee Brown, and Luther
board.
Head. Williams is a streaky shooter,
6.) Four gold beanbags
who, as we saw in the great overtime
and four black beanbags are win against Arizona, has the ability to
step up and sink the big shots. Brown,
placed on each side.
the Big Ten player of the year, pro7.) Alternating turns, one
vides the boost anyone would love to
member from each team
have with his
approach to
ftries to shoot the bag into
the game. Head leads the scoring
khe hole.
attack with 16.1 points per game.
For Louisville, the strength comes
8.) If the bag sticks on the
from
their perimeter. Francisco
three- board, it is one-poin- t;
Garcia has the ability to step outside
points for a corn-hol- e.
and hit the long jumper or drive and
4
4
21
)
9.
at
Game
.
ends
8
8
dish. This guy basically does it all.
16
16
t
Helping him out are guards Taquan
10. ) Two squat thrusts.
Dean and Larry O'Bannon. These
two shoot 47 and 43 percent from
behind theTfcrrespectivelyrand make
defenders second guess their help
defense, as they have the ability to get
the three off quickly. Down low, the
John Deere
not lifted by the first week of the regCardinals have senior Ellis Myles,
Voice Staff Writer
ular season which is scheduled to
who is averaging around nine
begin this weekend.
rebounds per contest. He only scores
Baseball fans are also protesting the
Baseball fans all over campus were
about 10 a game, but he can body up
ban because Wooster did not place
shocked this week when College offianybody and make space for himself.
cials decided that Fantasy Baseball such a ban on the basketball or the
This matchup is going to come
football season. Many fans who particwould be banned for this season.
down to who wants it more. I take
Wooster's network will begin ipate in Fantasy Baseball also play basmy job seriously here, so I wouldn't
blocking all Fantasy Baseball Web ketball and football.
lie to you. Both of these teams are
Most believe that the baseball fans
sites beginning next Monday, days
coming off of dramatic
after the season was to begin. There is are being Unfairly discriminated
overtime victories in order to
no word as to the exact reason for the against and this should not be allowed
reach the Final Four. Louisville is in
ban, however much speculation has to continue.
it's first Final Four in 19 years, with
All high ranking officials have not
gone on in the last few days of delibcoach Rick Pitino becoming the first
commented on the ban and most say
eration.
coach to take three different teams to
they do not plan to comment, as they
A ban on Fantasy Baseball is a serithe Final Four. However, Illinois just
ous blow to many MLB fans as the seem to be hoping the issue( will die
seems too strong. Brown, Williams,
new season was about to begin. One of quickly.
and Head will be too much to handle
Unfortunately for the officials most
the most anticipated baseball seasons
for the Cards and the Mini will be
of all time, with the steroids era mak- - fans will not let the issue go away.
moving on to the championship game.
Already fans have been working on
ing headlines and the Red Sox looking
The second game is the UNC verattempts to bypass the system and
to become repeat champions this seasus Michigan State matchup. This
bring fantasy baseball back to
son promised to provide many dramatchup . . . Look, to be honest folks,
Wooster.
matic
meetings and quality fantasy
I actually haven't done sheboigan for
Some students have created a secret
games.
this article. I have been reading
Without Fantasy Baseball of any fort where they can go with their
espn.com and looking for facts or stav
kind many fans will be wondering how wireless connections to continue their
tistics that a sports fan would want to
fantasy play.
to spend their hours. No longer will
know, but I'm really not an expert
It seems unlikely that the ban will
they be able to sit in front of their
here. I mean, c'mon, when you have
be lifted before the beginning of the
computers memorizing ERAs or batthe type of malarky going on like the
ting averages and making last second season this weekend. With some luck,
happenings in this year's tournament,
however, Wooster will realize they
trades.
such as Syracuse losing in the first
One college official speaking on the have been wrong and will restore the
round to Vermont or Bucknell
Fantasy league Web sites in the next
condition on anonymity explained
Kansas, I feel like my dog
the ban was an attempt by the week before the second week of the
who is 160 years old in doggy years
season.
College to end the obsession with
have could make better bracket picks than
Until then, most fantasy gurus can The new clan of Wooster students that have bad retinas
Fantasy Sports and focus students on
"experts." It's crazy.
those
looking goggles. Because of
their homework rather than Major be found at the Wooster Public been forced to wear these silly
It's like cats chasing dogs . . . UTTER
League Baseball and extra curricular Library using their computers to their disability they are lead by a stringent dictator who on a
CHAOS!!! March Madness: Thank
make those important last second
activities.
whim can instruct them to perform physical activity. In the God it's almost over.
trades and reading the latest injury
A general outrage has risen on camabove picture a bad retina sufferer is yelled by her leader
pus as many Fantasy Sports gurus are reports on their players. Besides that,
-- Nicholi Crossificio
(Photo by Jermey Hohertz).
threatening transferring if the ban is just wait on the news.
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Revolutionary technology from Sweden revamps field
Wooster's new playing surface will
be the first time this technology has
been used in U.S. stadiums. The idea
was developed by R.J. Pennypacker,
an industrialist, philanthropist and
bicyclist from Sweden. Pennypacker
got the idea for this playing surface
from his Uncle Karl Varson. Varson,
like many adult males, possessed the
bad genes of having massive
amounts of hair in unwanted places
that grew back at a rapid rate. After

Leroy Bignutts
Sports Editor

After

a

recent online survey that

asked College of Wooster students
to decide, "What priority should be

given to the renovation of or addition to existing athletic facilities?"
Out of 428 responses, 43.9 percent
listed it as a high priority. Students
who said low and medium priority
were both at 28 percent.
Due to the demand for a facilities
upgrade, the College has complied
and will begin construction to erect
' a new John P. Papp stadium,
starting
April 3. The new stadium should be
ready by the end of July and will
cost $3.4 million to complete.
One of the unique aspects of the
new stadium will be the playing
field. The field will have a revolu- -
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numerous amounts of waxing,
plucking and shaving, Pennypacker
decided to get creative and have his
uncle save this hair and he collected
it in ajar.
What Pennypacker did next was
sheer genius. After two years of collecting Varson's unwanted pubic,
chest and back hair, he laid the hair
on a polyurethane surface and picked
up a needle and thread along with
some rubber cement and coated the

This current atrocity of the current field will be revamped with chest and pubic hair to provide
ultimate comfort for athletes (Photo by Sweet Caroline).
ner party where his guests had to
check their shoes at the door and
wear socks. When the dinner was
over and numerous cocktails were
passed around, he turned up the
music to see if his new carpet could
withstand the impact of dancing.
The experiment was a success,
guests said it was like they were
dancing on air and they experienced
no soreness the following day. After
tuning into an NFL football game he
noticed many of the players were
suffering from turf toe, and then the
idea came to him. He wondered if he
could turn his carpet of dancing
comfort into a new type of
AstroTurf to provide athletes with
the comfort his dinner guests felt on
that warm summer night.
Pennypacker went to his local athletic club and begin shaving and
trimming men for free to compile a
large amount of hair to test his idea.
Once he gathered his sample size he
went to work and built a field for a
neighboring
high school. The
results were amazing, there were no
field related injuries and the new
turf requires no watering and there
was no need to replace divots or any
sort of field damage.
After hearing about the success of
the project, Wooster jumped at the
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What a College of Wooster student looks like after he has
been shaved (Photo by "The Grassy Knoll").
tionary
players
sharper
players

texture that will provide
with the ability to make
cuts and will cushion the
when they are tackled.

1

I

surface with the hair to cover his
hardwood floor in his living room.
To test out the durability and
comfort of the surface, he had a din

chance to get a similar field. Because
the students wanted a new field they
will directly responsible for its creation.
Once a week every male student
will have to go to the Wellness
Center and get all the hair on their
body besides what is on their head
shaved. This service will done for.
free and students have three options
to ch90.se from; waxing, Nair or the
traditional razor.
Once the hair is removed it will be
taken to a remote facility and get
shampooed and treated with various
chemicals. It is believed that if this
process is started April 4 and continued until finals week there will be a
sufficient amount to make the new
playing surface.
Not only will the hair removal
process benefit the field, but the
STD crabs also known as pediculosis

pubis has been running wild
amongst sexually active Wooster
students. These millimeter-size- d
insects that infest the pubic hair, feed
on human blood, and multiply rapidly, and can leave many students in

anguish.
By eliminating the hair where
these insects breed and inflict pain
they will have nowhere to go but
die. The students that have these
crabs will be relocated to the Annex
where there will be a massive
amount of permethrin cream rinse
readily available to the students so
they can get rid of their crabs. Once
the crabs are eliminated the infected
people will be allowed to return to
their previous rooms.
With the field offering two vital
services to the student body, it was
hard for the administration to
the hair has been gathered it
will be laid on top of polyurethane
and binded together with truck loads
of rubber cement. The field will
require no water and little maintenance and Pennypacker will fly to
Wooster once a month to make sure
there are no problems with the field.
The field has a minimum lifespan of
20 years and current Wooster students will be able to look back and be
able to say that they contributed to
the field.
pass-Aft- er

intellectuals debate

Two

amongst themselves

New thumbs team running amok while eyeing the prize
Can I stick my thumb there?
Sports Editor

Teams are popping up all over the
NCAA, and it is rumored that at

some schools, administrators .are
handing out iPods and Palm Pilots
Once upon a time, long before
students so
to incoming first-yeand
Palm
cell
iPods,
Pilots, they can gain the upper hand in
phones
our parents used rotary telephones, Technological Thumb tournaments.
conversarecords and
"It's really important that my
tion to communicate. Even they'll thumbs stay in good condition so
admit that these means of commuthat they can keep up with advancnicating and getting entertainment
ing handheld technology," said
were weak and inferior compared to Joseph Z. Kapowsi, III '08.
technological
today's
Students involved in the team
i
e
.
f e s t y
have enjoyed lucrative lifestyles due
Out of these new and amazing to the extreme status that is associtechnological bounds, a new sport ated with the sport. Steroid testing
has been born. Here on Wooster's has eliminated some of the top
campus, it's easy to find members of thumb tappers around the country,
the new Technological Thumbs but here at Wooster, the coach,
Team. These
Jimmy LaFontaine, assuredjheicamr
adept folks an usually beeen pus community that Wooster athwalking around campus, pounding letes involved in the sport are not
away 300 word text messages and part
of
steroid
use.
flying through their 10,000,000-son- g
"It's definitely a concern, but I
playlist on their iPod. know the kids on our team are
ar
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"Hockey is a sport for white
men.. Basketball is a sport for
black men. Golf is a sport for
white men dressed like black
pimps."
- Renee Hicks
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Haze '08 said.

areronfi- dent in their training, and they
expect to be contenders in Division
III. The most fierce competitors in
this new sport in the NCAC have
come from Oberlin, and Kenyon has
also been proven to be a challenge.
However, Wooster's team has been
training hard on the latest technoloto
gy
gain
an
edge.
"We believe that our sport is going
to become very significant in the
coming years, and look forward to
creating good tradition at Wooster
with the Technological Thumbs
Team," LaFontaine added. "We'll be
out competing this year, you can
count on that."
Member-of-theea-
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On I.S. Monday two future seniors decided to stay in and discuss their plans after graduation in two more years; needless
to say, they were in the minority (Photo by I).

Intramurals introduce a new activity to
spice up couples and friends lives

Question of the

The College of Wooster would like to introduce a new
Intramural event for the campus community: Intramural
Kama Sutra!
Bring your girlfriend, boyfriend, last drunken hook
up or whoever and come experience a night to

Who should take over

remember.
The class will be lead by a female adult actress. She is
well versed in all of the positions and techniques that will
be covered. She has over 20 years of experience and is
more then willing to join the groups to achieve the maxi-

o ftON

ready to compete on a fair playing
field," said Coach LaFontaine.
Steroid use is easy to pick out,
given most players that use them
inject the juice directly into their
thumbs.
"Our team is clean,"
LaFontaine said.
Matches for the Technological
Thumbs teams consist of 10 gruel- - '
ing rounds in which members of the
device
team are given a hand-hel- d
and given a task to complete in
win.
order
to
It begins with a telephone number,
and advances to complex text messages. "Some of the most complex
text messages have
symbols and large words," Violet

mum pleasure and satisfaction.

The class will take place in the Mezzanine classroom
in the PEC. Mats will be provided for enhanced comfort
along with various lotions, aromatic scents and lubri-

Week
as "King of Wooster"
once

Joe Keatfiey '05

grad-uates-

a. ) Jeff "Deez"

Stevens
b. ) Andre "Dre" Smith
c. ) Chip Nielson
d. ) Jalam

"J-Cut-

t"

Cutting

cants.
The class is open to all students, but students must be.
cautioned that there will be nudity and various moans of
people enjoying pleasure There is a $1 charge for.

?

e. ) Michele "The

Italian Muscle"

lonno

